Introduction
Distillation is a widely used separation process and is a very large consumer of energy. In process design, a significant amount of research work has been done to improve the energy efficiency of distillation systems in terms of either the design of optimal distillation schemes or for improving internal column efficiency. Still, the optimal design of multicomponent distillation systems remains one of the most challenging problems in process engineering (Kim & Wankat, 2004) . The economic importance of distillation separations has been a driving force for the research in synthesis procedures for more than 30 years. For the separation of an N-component mixture into N pure products, as the number of components increases, the number of possible simple column configurations sharply increases. Therefore, the design and optimization of a distillation column involves the selection of the configuration and the operating conditions to minimize the total investment and operation cost (Yeomans & Grossmann, 2000) . The global optimization of a complex distillation system is usually characterized as being of large problem size, since the significant number of strongly nonlinear equations results in serious difficulty in solving the model. Moreover, good initial values are needed for solving the NLP subproblems. Until now, several strategies have been proposed to address this optimization problem. For example, Andrecovich & Westerberg (1985) proposed a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model for synthesizing sharp separation sequences. Later, Paules & Floudas (1990) and Aggarwal & Floudas (1990) developed mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) models for heat-integrated and nonsharp distillation sequences using linear mass balances. In other study, Novak et al. (1996) proposed superstructure MINLP optimization approaches using short-cut models for heat-integrated distillation. Smith & Pantelides (1995) and Bauer & Stichlmair (1998) developed MINLP models using rigorous tray-by-tray models for zeotropic and azeotropic mixtures. Also, Dunnebier & Pantelides (1999) have used rigorous tray-by-tray MINLP models to solve complex column configuration distillation sequences. So far, most of the available mathematical programming models are based on simplified performance models of the distillation columns, including linear mass balance equations, short-cut models, and aggregated models (see for example, Papalexandri & Pistikopoulos, 1996; Caballero & Grossmann, 1999) . While some of these methods can provide useful results in terms of preliminary designs or bounds for process synthesis, it is clear that it would be desirable to directly incorporate rigorous models in the design procedures in order to increase their industrial relevance and scope of application, particularly, for nonideal mixtures. Regarding the rigorous MINLP synthesis models by Bauer & Stichlmair (1998) , Pantelides (1995), and Dünnebier & Pantelides (1999) , all of them use modifications of the single-column MINLP model proposed by Viswanathan & Grossmann (1993) for optimizing the feed tray location and number of trays. These rigorous MINLP synthesis models exhibit significant computational difficulties such as the introduction of equations that can become singular, the solution of many redundant equations, and the requirement of a good initialization point. So, the presence of nonlinearities and nonconvexities in the MESH equations and thermodynamic equilibrium equations, as well as the convergence difficulties when deleting non-existing columns or column sections, are common problems to the tray-by-tray models based on the model by Viswanathan & Grossmann (1993) . In summary, these difficulties translate into high computational times and the requirement of good initial guesses and bounds on the design variables to achieve model convergence. In general, the optimal design of distillation systems is a highly non-linear and multivariable problem, with the presence of both continuous and discontinuous design variables. In addition, the objective function used as optimization criterion is generally non-convex with several local optimums and subject to several constraints. The use of stochastic optimizers, which deals with multi-modal and non-convex problems, can be an effective way to face the challenging characteristics involved in the design of distillation columns. Stochastic global optimization algorithms are capable of solving, robustly and efficiently, the challenging multi-modal optimization problem, and they appear to be a suitable alternative for the design and optimization of complex separation schemes (Martínez-Iranzo et al., 2009 ). These optimization methods have several features that make them attractive for solving optimization problems with modular simulators, where the model of each unit is only available in an implicit form (i.e., black-box model). First, due to the fact that they are based on direct search strategies, it is not necessary to have explicit information on the mathematical model or its derivatives. Secondly, the search for the optimal solution is not limited to one point but rather relies on several points simultaneously; therefore, the knowledge of initial feasible points is not required. In this chapter, we have implemented several stochastic global optimization methods to obtain the design and optimization of three distillation sequences: multicomponent conventional distillation system (Figure 1 ), thermally coupled reactive scheme with side stripper (Figure 2) , and a dividing wall distillation column (Figure 3) . Specifically, these stochastic optimization methods are: Simulated Annealing (SA), Harmony Search (HS) and Genetic Algorithms (GA). In recent years, the range of applicability of optimization has been widened and progress has improved in different areas. Effective search methods, such as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing and harmony search, for global optimization have been developed, and problems with complex analysis model and various types of constraints and non-convex objective functions have been investigated (Costa et al., 2000) . We select SA, HS and GA for this study because they have shown their merits in large-scale search, approaching the global optimum quickly and steadily. These optimization methods have several features that make them attractive for solving optimization problems with modular simulators, where the model of each unit is only available in an implicit form. On the other hand, literature indicates that, when operating conditions are properly chosen, the thermally coupled reactive scheme with side stripper and dividing wall distillation column can produce important energy savings compared with conventional distillation sequences (Kiss et al., 2010) . Some studies have demonstrated that this kind of sequences has energy savings of about 30% over conventional schemes (Triantafyllou & Smith, 1992; Hernández & Jiménez, 1996) . Therefore, we have studied the design of these distillation schemes using stochastic global optimization methods coupled to the Aspen One Aspen Plus process simulator for the evaluation of the objective function, ensuring that all results obtained are rigorous. To the best of our knowledge, the evaluation and comparison of stochastic global optimization methods have not been reported for process design of distillation configurations. Therefore, our results permit to identify the capabilities and limitations of these optimization strategies in the process design applications.
Description of stochastic global optimization methods used for the design of distillation schemes
Stochastic optimization methods are optimization algorithms which incorporate probabilistic (i.e., random) elements to diversify and intensify the search space of decision variables. Further, the injected randomness may provide the necessary impetus to move away from a local solution when searching for a global optimum. Stochastic optimization methods of this kind include: simulated annealing, harmony search, swarm intelligence (e.g., ant colony optimization, particle swarm optimization), evolutionary algorithms (e.g., genetic algorithms, differential evolution), among others. In this study, we use three optimization methods: Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Harmony Search (HS). Note that SA and GA are classical stochastic optimization methods and have been used for process design (Vazquez-Castillo et al., 2009) , while HS is a novel stochastic optimization method with few chemical engineering applications (Geem, 2009) . In general, all methods have the attributes of a good optimization strategy such as generality, efficiency, reliability and ease of use. A brief description of these algorithms is provided in the following section.
Simulated annealing
Simulated annealing mimics the thermodynamic process of cooling of molten metals to attain the lowest free energy state (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) . Starting with an initial solution, the algorithm performs a stochastic partial search of the space defined for decision variables. In minimization problems, uphill moves are occasionally accepted with a probability controlled by the parameter called annealing temperature: T SA . The probability of acceptance of uphill moves decreases as T SA decreases. At high T SA , the search is almost random, while at low T SA the search becomes selective where good moves are favored. The core of this algorithm is the Metropolis criterion (Metropolis et al., 1983) , which is used to accept or reject uphill movements with an acceptance probability given by
where Δf is the change in objective function value from the current point to new point. The objective function is evaluated at the trial point, and its value is compared to the objective value at the starting/current point. Eq. (1) is used to accept or reject the trial point. If this trial point is accepted, the algorithm continues the search using that point; otherwise, another trial point is generated within the neighborhood of the starting/current point. A fall in T SA is imposed upon the system using a proper cooling schedule. Thus, as T SA declines, downhill moves are less likely to be accepted and SA focuses on the most promising area for optimization. These iterative steps are performed until the specified stopping criterion is satisfied. Figure 4 shows a flowchart of this algorithm. Until now, SA algorithm has been successfully used in several chemical engineering application (e.g., Rangaiah, 2001; BonillaPetriciolet et al., 2006; Wei-Zhong & Xi-Gang, 2009 ). In our work, we have used the SA subroutine of MATLAB®. The random numbers rand can be uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1]. If rand < M(T SA ), the trial point is accepted, otherwise the starting/current point is used to start the next step. The temperature T SA can be considered a control parameter. The initial temperature Ti is related with the standard deviation of the random perturbation and the final temperature T f , with the order of magnitude of the desired accuracy, will give the location of the optimum solution. 
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a stochastic technique that simulates natural evolution on the solution space of the optimization problems. It operates on a population of potential solutions (i.e., individuals) in each iteration (i.e., generation). By combining some individuals of the current population according to predefined operations, a new population that contains better individuals is produced as the next generation. The first step of GA is to create randomly an initial population of N pop solutions in the feasible region. GA works on this population and combines (crossover) and modifies (mutation) some chromosomes according to specified genetic operations, to generate a new population with better characteristics. Individuals for reproduction are selected based on their objective function values and the Darwinian principle of the survival of the fittest (Holland, 1975) . Genetic operators are used to create new individuals for the next population from those selected individuals of the current population, and they serve as searching mechanisms in GA. In particular, crossover forms two new individuals by first choosing two individuals from the mating pool (containing the selected individuals) and then swapping different parts of genetic information between them. This combining (crossover) operation takes place with a user-defined crossover probability (P cros ) so that some parents remain unchanged even if they are chosen for reproduction. Mutation is a unary operator that creates a new solution by a random change in an individual. It provides a guarantee that the probability of searching any given string will never be zero and acting as a safety net to recover good genetic material which may be lost through the action of selection and crossover. The mutation procedure proceeds with a probability P mut . Selection, crossover and mutation procedures are recursively used to improve the population and to identify promising areas for optimization. This algorithm terminates when the user-specified criterion is satisfied. Usually, GA stops after evolving for the specified number of generations (Gen max ). The GA subroutine used in this study is from the OptimToolbox of MATLAB®. Details about the GA strategy and applications can be found in Holland (1975) and Figure 5 provides the corresponding general flowchart of GA.
Harmony Search
Harmony Search (HS) was first developed by Geem et al. (2001) . This relatively new heuristic optimization algorithm has been applied to solve many optimization problems, e.g.: benchmark optimization problems, water distribution network, groundwater modeling, energy-saving dispatch, among others. HS is a music-based metaheuristic optimization algorithm and is inspired by the observation that the aim of music is to search for a perfect state of harmony (Geem, 2009 ). This harmony in music is analogous to find the optimal solution in an optimization process. Like genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization, harmony search is not a gradientbased search, so it avoids most of the pitfalls of any gradient-based search algorithms. Thus, it has fewer mathematical requirements and, subsequently, can be used to deal with complex objective functions with continuous or discontinuous and linear or nonlinear constraints. On the other hand, harmony search could be potentially more efficient than genetic algorithms because harmony search does not use binary encoding and decoding, but it has multiple solution vectors. Therefore, HS can be faster during each iteration and its implementation is also easier. HS can be explained in more detail with the aid of the discussion of the improvisation process by a musician. When a musician is improvising, he or she has three possible choices:
(1) play any piece of music (a series of pitches in harmony) exactly from his or her memory; (2) play something similar to a known piece (thus adjusting the pitch slightly); or (3) compose new or random notes. If we formalize these three options for optimization, we have three corresponding components: usage of harmony memory, pitch adjusting, and randomization. The use of harmony memory is important in HS as it is similar to choose the best fit individuals in the genetic algorithms. This will ensure that the best harmonies will be carried over to the new harmony memory. In order to use this memory more effectively, we can assign a parameter r accept ∈ [0,1], called harmony memory accepting or considering rate. If this rate is too low, only few best harmonies are selected and it may converge too slowly. If this rate is extremely high (i.e., near to 1), almost all the harmonies are used in the harmony memory, then other harmonies are not explored well, leading to potential local solutions. Therefore, typically, r accept = 0.7~0.95 is used in the context of global optimization (Yang, 2008) . 
where x range =x upper limit -x lower limit and rand is a random number generator in the range of 0 a 1. Pitch adjustment is similar to the mutation operator in genetic algorithms. We can assign a pitch-adjusting rate (r pa ) to control the degree of the adjustment. For example, if r pa is too low, then there is rarely any change. If it is too high, the algorithm may not converge at all. Thus, it is usually recommended to use r pa =0.1~0.5. In this work, r accept =0.8 and r pa =0.4 have been used. The third component is the randomization, which is used to increase the diversity of the solutions. Although adjusting pitch has a similar role, but it is limited to certain local pitch adjustment and thus corresponds to a local search. The use of randomization can drive the system further to explore various diverse solutions so as to find the global optimum. The three components in harmony search can be summarized in the flowchart shown in Figure  6 . Note that the probability of randomization is p random =1-p accept , and the actual probability of pitch-adjusting is p pitch =r accept *r pa . We have used a HS subroutine implemented in MATLAB®.
Optimization strategy
In order to optimize the complex distillation sequences described in the introduction, we used SA, GA and HS coupled to Aspen ONE Aspen Plus. Specifically, for process design of complex separation schemes, the optimization of heat duty of the column is the optimization target. This design problem is a challenging global optimization problem with continuous and discontinuous decision variables. The formulation of optimization problems for the design of separation schemes is given below. For the multicomponent distillation column used in the hydrodesulfurization (HDS) process, the optimization of the heat duty of the column can be stated as 0 Min ( ) ( , , , , ) subject to
where R is the reflux ratio, P 0 is the column pressure, T F is the feed temperature, NF is the number of the feed stage and N T is the number of stages of column. Note that y m and x m are vectors of obtained and required purities for the m components, respectively. In the thermally coupled reactive distillation (TCRDS-SS), the global optimization problem for the minimization of the heat duty of the sequence is defined as
subject to
where R is the reflux ratio, P 0 is the main column pressure, 
where R is the reflux ratio, P 0 is the main column pressure, F D is the distillate flux, F S1 and F S2 are the side fluxes, F L1 and F V2 are the values of liquid and vapor interconnection flows, N F is the feed stage, N P0 and N p are the first and last prefractioner tray location, N S1 and N S2 are the side stream tray location, y m and x m are vectors of obtained and required purities for the m components, respectively. In summary, these global optimization problems have been used for comparing the performance of SA, GA and HS in the design of complex distillation sequences.
Case of study
To compare the performance of stochastic optimization methods, we have analyzed three case studies. First, we analyze the design of the multicomponent distillation column used in the hydrodesulfurization (HDS) process. The feed composition is showed in the Table 1 . Note that this composition of the diesel is reported by Viveros-García et al. (2005) . The design objective is to obtain in the top of the column thiophene and benzothiophene with 2.13% and 1.29% in mole composition, respectively, and in the bottom dibenzothiophene and 4,6-dimethyldebenzothiphene with 16.0% and 3.2% mole composition, respectively. For this class of systems, thermodynamic model such as Peng-Robinson EoS can be used to calculate the vapor-liquid equilibrium. Then, we analyze the design of a TCRDS-SS to obtain biodiesel (i.e., the esterification of methanol and lauric acid). The systems include two feed streams; the first is lauric acid with a flow of 45.4 kmol/h as saturated liquid at 1.5 bar, and the second is methanol with a flow of 54.48 kmol/h as saturated vapor at 1.5 bar. Table 1 . Feed composition in distillation column of the HDS process used as case of study.
Component Mole Fraction
The design objective is a process for high-purity fatty ester, over 99.9% mass fraction, which is suitable for biodiesel application. It is important to highlight that this equilibrium reaction is usually catalyzed using sulfuric acid or p-toluensulfonic acid. The kinetic model (see Table 2 ) reported in Steinigeweg & Gmehling (2003) was used. For this class of reactive systems, thermodynamic model such as UNIFAC can be used to calculate the vapor-liquid or vapor-liquid-liquid equilibrium.
Kinetic parameters
.1164 x 10 5 68.71 Hydrolysis 1.4998 x 10 4 64.66 Table 2 . Kinetic parameters for the pseudo-homogeneous kinetic model of the esterification reaction.
Finally, we have studied the design of a DWC for purification of a mixture of alcohols: nbutanol, 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol, and 1-heptanol. The feed flowrate is 100 kmol/h and the feed is introduced in the column as saturated liquid. The composition in the feed flowrate is 40, 10, 10, 40 in mole percent. The design objective is to obtain each alcohol with high purity (98.6, 98, 98, 98 .5 in mole composition percent). For this class of systems, thermodynamic model such as NRTL can be used to calculate the vapor-liquid equilibrium. Both the tuning process parameters for each one and boundary variables searched were tuned using several short tests for improve the efficiency in the methods. limits improve the convergence of stochastic methods. Our study established an initial temperature of 100 and linear temperature profile during the cooling stage for SA. We use default values for the parameters of the genetic algorithm as proposed in the Toolbox of MatLab. To improve the solution, we used populations with 100 individual in each iteration. We have used a harmony memory of 10 individuals (see Table 4 ). Table 5 shows the results obtained for the design of complex distillation sequences using stochastic optimization methods and different values of function evaluations (NFE). Specifically, in Table 5 we report the average and standard deviation of the heat duty of each sequence. For all stochastic methods, the mean value of objective function (i.e., heat duty) decreased as the NFE increased and, as expected, the performance of stochastic Table 5 . Overall, GA showed the worst solutions for the design of all distillation sequences. On the other hand, Table 6 shows that the design parameters (e.g., pressure, reflux ratio, number of stages) are consistent with the design heuristics applied for this type of distillation sequence. In other words, the optimum designs obtained by using these optimization techniques, for complex distillation columns, are likely to be implemented at industrial level. In general, the results show that for the optimization of this type of complex distillation columns, SA is the best alternative. The CPU time needed to solve distillation systems using Aspen ONE Aspen Plus are 10800 seconds for 1000 NFE in multicomponent distillation process, and 345000 seconds for 20000 NFE in thermally coupled reactive distillation in a 2.5 GHz Intel (R) Core (TM)2 Quad computer. In particular, significant CPU time is expended on finding feasible points from random initial estimates and the convergence time of the simulator Aspen ONE Aspen Plus for each calculation in the function evaluated. In general, the CPU time of SA is faster than GA and HS in design problems of complex distillation sequences.
Results

Conclusion
In this study, the performance of SA, GA, and HS has been tested and compared in the design of complex distillation columns. To our knowledge, reports on a comparative study about the use of these methods in complex distillation scheme optimization have not been reported. Table 6 . Best scheme identified in the design of complex distillation sequences using stochastic optimization methods.
between different problems and is dependent on the problem dimensionality and difficulty. Our results show that SA is a good alternative and offers comparable or better performance than HS and GA methods for this application. In summary, results of this study show the potential of stochastic global optimization methods for solving global optimization problems involved in the design of distillation processes.
Notation
This notation corresponds to the optimized parameters for the schemes described in this chapter (see Figures 1 to 3 
